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I Language form& meaning 

 
A) Vocabulary 

  
-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d  : (2×2= 4 m ) 

1) I always get up early to walk in ……………………..  . 
 

a) evening                                               b) afternoon                 

         c) sunshine                                              d) bedtime  

  

2) I like doing exercises to………………… and healthy. 
 

a) keep fit                                                  b) smile 

b) meet                                                      d) phone 

 

 

B) Grammar 

 

-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d  : (2×2= 4m ) 

 

  1– ……… does your  brother  like doing ?   He likes swimming.   
 

a) Where                                               b)What 

c) Who                                                  d) When 

 

 

2- They are going to ……………  on the beach this afternoon . 
 

         a) walk                                                  b) walks 

         c) walking                                            d) walked 
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II Reading comprehension 
Read the following passage , then answer the questions below:*        

 

         Last weekend , Fahed went shopping  with his father .They went to Salmiya .  

   Fahed  wanted to buy a present for his friend, Ali  because  it  was his birthday.     

   Fahed bought a watch and a big cake for Ali.  Ali  invited  all his friends to his   

   birthday  party . They blew out the candles, ate the cake and played games     

   together.  Ali  was very happy . He thanked  Fahed for the present . 

 

 )m6 =×23( :   from a, b, c & d Choose the correct answer-      
  

1-  The best title for the passage is ……………. 

           a) A Lovely Present                                    b) Shopping in Salmiya 

c) Ali' s Birthday                                         d) A Kind Father 

 

2- The underlined word ( He) in line 5 refers to ….......... 

  a) Fahed                                                    b) Ali 

  c) Ali’s friend                                             d) Fahed’s father 

            

3- Fahed ……………………….…. with his father. 

a) blew out candles                                b) ate  cake                

          c) went shopping                                    d) played games              
 

   ============================================================ 

                                      III Writing 
*Write a short paragraph of 4 sentences about ( Playing Football)  with  

the help of the picture and the guide words : 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

( weekend - play –football - park - friends - fresh air) 
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